
Welcome to Team 
STEAM!

with Zuhaa, Aleena, + Sarayu

DAY 1



Who we Are!

Zuhaa

We are all so excited to meet each and every one of you! 

Aleena Sarayu

Meet the Conductors!





Let's Share!
Let's get the ball rolling! We will go around the Zoom 
room sharing what we want to be when we grow up! 



Now, you are ready to board the Team 
STEAM Express!



guess what we're learning today!

A) BIOMES
B) CHEMISTRY
C) MACHINES

COMMENT THE LETTER OF YOUR ANSWER CHOICE 
IN THE CHAT!



Today's Lesson

Biomes and 
Our World!



PLANTS ANIMALS
ABIOTIC 

FACTORS

Abiotic means 
NONLIVING. Abiotic 
factors are things 

like bodies of water, 
rocks, soil, and the 

weather.

our world

Plants make up a big 
part of our world! 

Plants like fruit trees 
and wheat can feed 
us and other animals 

while making sure 
our world runs the 

way it should!

Animals are all around us! 
Insects, pets, birds, even 

humans are animals! 
Animals play a major role 

in nature!

Comment your favorite 
animal or plant in the chat!



our world organized



the atom

the smallest building block of life



the molecule

atoms bound together





the cell

the smallest unit with the basic properties of life



the organ

a group of cells and tissues that perform a special function



the organ system

a group of organs and body parts that work 
together to accomplish a goal



the organism

a living being!



the population

a group of organisms from the same species living in the 
same place at the same time



two or more species occupying the same 
geographical region at the same time

the community



a system of living and nonliving organisms working together

the ecosystem



a large region of earth that has similar climate and 
living things

the biome



Want to learn more?
Let's hop on the 
Team STEAM 

Express!


